
 

                                         
   
 
 

    
To: Trucking Companies traveling along Interstate 84 in Eastern Oregon  
 
The Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) is working with the Oregon Trucking Associations, Inc. 
(OTA), the Oregon State Police, local law enforcement and other transportation advocate groups to help 
improved safety along its state highways. One area of concern is wintertime travel along mountain pass areas 
of eastern Oregon and the need for truck drivers to comply with all permit requirements. With nearly 5,000 
trucks a day traveling on Interstate 84, the number of freeway closures and incidences involving trucks is 
increasing.  
 
ODOT and the OTA would like to remind all truck drivers and trucking companies about the tools available to 
help keep them informed of winter weather conditions, chain requirements and specific restrictions, such as 
those for oversized loads. Also listed below are some key topics and reminders for truck drivers. We 
recommend that this important safety information be shared through practical communications in your 
company, i.e. driver meeting, dispatching staff or electronically. 
 
Keep Informed with www.TripCheck.com  
Drivers can check the following Oregon state highway information at this site: 
- Road and weather conditions. 
- Chain requirements and Oregon chain laws. 
- Road closure info and other alerts, including trucking specific notices. 
- Over 260 roadside cameras. 
- Over 80 roadside weather information stations that list snow accumulation, temperature, wind speeds, 

excessive fog and other important data.  
- Locations of Oregon trucking registration offices and Ports of Entry. 
- Plus links to ODOT’s Motor Carriers Trucking Division (MCTD) site, over dimensional permit information, 

travel restrictions for oversize loads/vehicles, truck safety tips and much, much more. 
- You can also sign up to have instant alerts sent to your mobile devise via Twitter. 

  
Road and weather alerts are also available by phone at 511 or (800) 977-6368. Outside of Oregon dial (503) 
588-2941.  
  
Specific concerns for trucks in wintertime:  

 
- Don’t park in chain up areas if not installing or removing chains. 

Drivers who decide to wait out a snow storm need to get off the highway 
and park at a truck stop or parking area outside the roadway. Oversized 
loads parked at chain up areas (not chaining up) or along highway 
shoulders create additional hazards for all travelers.  The space in chain 
up areas needs to be kept available so other drivers can safely chain 
their trucks outside the roadway. 

 
- When freeway is closed, avoid parking along shoulders. When 

highway sections close due to crashes or extreme weather conditions, 
truck drivers are advised to take refuge at truck stops when possible.  
Depending on the reason, full closures can last for many hours. Parking 
at a truck stop provides access to restaurant and restroom facilities. We 
understand designated truck stop parking is limited and can fill up 
quickly during extended highway closures. ODOT is working with OTA 
to define additional parking options during long highway closures. If for 
some reason you cannot exit the freeway during a closure, park on the 
right shoulder.  Do not block the left lane of the freeway.  Often, the left lane is how emergency vehicles 

http://www.tripcheck.com/


and tow trucks access the scene.  By keeping a lane open, it helps get the freeway cleared for travel more 
quickly. 

  
- Plan ahead, know before you go. Become familiar with which exits and truck stops will work best for you 

and your load in the event you need to get off the highway. This is particularly important for oversized 
loads that may require a specific off ramp curve radius, bridge height, etc.   

 
- Illegally parking along Oregon highways could lead to fines and/or other penalties. It also could lead 

to a tragic crash due to limited travel space or visibility around the parked vehicle.  
     
The state relies on drivers being responsible for compliance with all trucking laws and permit requirements. We 
believe drivers are the captains of their ships and will make the right choices to  avoid travel (as required by 
permit) when hauling oversize loads during inclement weather, install chains when required, travel within the 
posted speed limits, adjust driving to accommodate for road conditions and comply with all permit 
requirements. (For “Captain of Ship Doctrine” regarding movement of oversized loads visit the following ODOT 
website: www.oregon.gov/ODOT/MCT/docs/CaptainOfShipDoctrine.pdf ) 
 
ODOT and OTA’s mutual goal is to improve safety for all motorists along state highways. Driver education, 
such as the laws, regulations and driving tips listed on ODOT websites are a primary tool in reminding travelers 
to be vigilant when it comes to safety. Enforcement is the second step in helping remind drivers, that is why 
ODOT has truck scales and specific Points of Entry offices located throughout the state. ODOT also works 
closely with the Oregon State Police and other law enforcement partners to help ensure compliance with all 
traffic laws and permit requirements.  
 

Another tool that comes into play is the constant monitoring of highway conditions 
by ODOT maintenance staff working on the road 24/7 throughout the winter 
season. They advise when conditions warrant chains for trucks or all vehicles, or 
when the weather is so severe it is unsafe for anyone to travel. This is known as a 
conditional closure and can be implemented when drivers are not able to maintain 
control of their vehicles.  
 

Over dimensional permit holders are also restricted from traveling when: road surfaces are hazardous due to 
ice, snow, frost; visibility is less than 500 feet; high winds or other specified road or weather 
conditions exist. Permit attachments and rules regarding weather can be found on the Motor Carrier Over-
Dimension website: http://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/MCT/Pages/OD.aspx. Weather and highway condition 
information is available through www.TripCheck.com, trucking advisories, snow zone signs and variable 
message reader boards located along key Oregon routes.  It is the driver’s responsibility to know the conditions 
and comply with any specific permit requirements by checking available sources. In the event drivers do not 
self regulate compliance with permit requirements, chain law or the like, ODOT may impose a conditional 
closure for specific groups, such as closing a hazardous highways sections to all oversized loads.   
 
Please review the resources available and be prepared for winter travel.  If you have questions, please don’t 
hesitate to contact us at the Oregon Department of Transportation or the Oregon Trucking Association. 
 
TThhaannkk  yyoouu  for your continued support in helping to keep Oregon highways safer for everyone. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
 

  
Debra Dunn Marilyn Holt 
President Oregon Trucking Associations, Inc.  ODOT District 12 Manager 
Phone: (503) 513-0005 or (888)293-0005 Phone: (541) 276-1241  
dunn@ortrucking.org  marilyn.m.holt@odot.state.or.us  
www.ortrucking.org 
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